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1INTRODUCTION
This paper is written with the under standing that
no new light relative to Schiller’ s religion will ever flow
from his own pen or from the pens of his contemporaries.
There are three distinct sources from which we may draw
our conclusion as to what Schiller’s religion was. The one
is his own poetic writings, the second is the expressions
of his contemporaries, and the third is the manner in
which he lived his life. The last is taken as the beat
criterion of the real value or amount of religion which
any man possesses.
The name ” religion ” was used in a very limited sense
in the eighteenth century. Only Christianity was religion;
anything that differed from it was known as ” superstition '
and ” paganism ” . The believers were called ” infidels. ”
The word ^ religion ” in connection with Schiller’s ooems
and expressions is used in a soiritual and moral sense as
the philosophy of life and death in its relation to the
purpose of the universe.
Therefore when Schiller himself used the word he would of
necessity use it in the manner of the day in order to be
understood by his contemporaries.
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He who travels with Schiller is ever directed to a
noble goal which shines and leads him on even tho the
way itself may be dark.
The journey may lead thru dangerous chasms, and treacherous
abysses, but he will ultimately arrive at unsurpassed
heights of delight as he aspires to reach the' light which
beckons to him.
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PEACE OF WESTPHALIA 1648 TO 1806
The Peace of Westphalia (l648) was a compromise after
the Thirty Years' War. Secular and religious freedom was
made possible for the first time by the Sovereign Church
and the Holy Empire. Catholics, Lutherans, and Calvinists
were left on a basis of formal equality. The Protestants
returned only the Church property which they had seized since 1624.
The broad division between the Catholic south and the
Protestant north dates from that event. The political
results of the Peace of Westphalia affected the territories
and provinces in particular.
What a waste of land and men the long wars necessitated’.
” Ferdinand found Austria Lutheran, thickly populated and
prosperous; he left her Catholic, depopulated and impoverished.
He found in Bohemia three million Hussites dwelling in
flourishing cities and villages; he left merely 780,000
Catholic beggars. Silesia, happy and blooming, was left desolate;
most of her little cities had been burned to the ground, her
inhabitants put to the sword. Saxony, The Mark, and Pomerania
had shared the same melancholy fate. The living fed upon the
dead, mothers on their babes, brethern on each other, in the
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The period from 1650 onward ie characterized by groee
superstition and the excessive practice of Pietism. We find
a lack of strong personalities. Men, wept easily and were swept
along by sentimentality and affectation. Women were not
educated, although the housewives constituted the backbone
of the growing middle class. Men, from the Imperial Circle of
Vienna to the knightly household, had a price upon themselves.
Greed, self-elevation, and title-seeking characterized this
dark period of German history.
No strong central authority was in existence; therefore the
power of the towns waxed less and that of the soldier-nobles
increased. Even. in 1750 over half of the population of
Germany consisted of serfs. While it is true that Feudalism
was dead, yet the serfs had to give half of their time in
working for their masters. No longer was the emperor
sovereign and the princes vassals. The princes themselves
were now sovereigns.
This period dates the beginning of the practice of hiring
out soldiers for pay. ” In eight years the princes of
Hesee-Cassel and other small States received pay amounting
to five million sterling. **
Janssen's History of the German People Vol II; p. 576*7
H. Perris, Germany and the German Emperor p. 126

In the century after the Peace of Westphalia only
the sovereigns of Austria and Prussia stand in a favorable
light.
After the crowning of Frederick as First King in Prussia
in 1701, the formation of the " Great Alliance " and
" The War of the Spanish Succession, " we find Germany
again in the throes of war. The Peace of Utrecht (I7I5)
and the Peace of Rostalt (171^) settled the causes of the
dispute.
Upon the death of Charles II and the accession of
Maria Theresa followed the T War of the Austrian Succession"
(17^0-48). The year in which Charles died (1740) witnessed
the outburst of the war.
Frederick the Great next became King of Prussia. He
was a Voltairean sceptic, and amateur of letters, science,
and music. After his ascension to the throne he also
found himself in possession of unusual powers as a soldier.
These he used despotically without legal or moral scruple.
In 1744 followed a series of battles known as the
" Second Silesian War. "
Frederick devoted much time to the industrial education
of hie subjects. He gave them the rudiments of education
and justice. This work in itself was good, but when
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Frederick’ e time passed no form of national representation or
public work was left as a basis on which to build. The nation
no longer had swooping lords and groping serfs. Now we find
the division into three classes, nobles, burgers, and peasants,
with each class restricted as to occupation and marriage. The
peasants still laboured under a system of oppression. Much
of their time still belonged to the princes and their goods
were taxed by means of tithe.
Frederick opened the ” Seven Years War " in August 1756.
Three years later ( 1759) Schiller was born amid the scourges
of war.
In 1767 Frederick made peace; and the question of
Austrian leadership over the States of Germany was forever
settled. The economic and moral progress of the Hapsburg
lands received an acute check.
The creation of the popular army in France served to
make the loose German principalities mere playthings in
Napoleon’ s hands.
Hundreds of monasteries were broken up, electors were
made and unmade, while most of the ” free cities ” sank
heavily into debt and lost their privileges. The lay
princes received many of the estates of the Church frcm
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»their French patrons. Closed business establishments opened
and a general stir of activity ensued. Religious toleration
was enforced and serfdom and feudal rights were abolished.
Although taxes were increased, they were levied more equitably.
Middle Germany welcomed the transfusion of French ideas and
French reform. The Catholics regarded the Napoleonic
destruction of the Church' s temporal possessions as nothing
short of barbarism. For six years the Kingdom of Westphalia
presented a startling scene of " a licentious Court and
a good Constitution; beneficent reform sacrificed to an
insane policy; Latin enlightment transfusing Teutonic
darkness; and Teutonic industry honestly enlisted in the
cause of a Latin Government. "
Little did Napoleon realize that he was instrumental in
establishing the foundation for a strong German nation.
Frederick III came to the throne in 1797» He could not
bring himself to accept the idea that Napoleon was the
one to give him back Hanover. Due to the act of Haugwitz,
hie agent, he found himself in a treaty of alliance with
France which added Hanover to the territories of the
Prussian Crown.
Frederick William III faced French customs just as
Frederick William I had faced them.
* Studies in Napoleonic Statesmanship; Germany, H. A. L. Fisher, p.lOl.
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Bavaria, Wftrtemberg, and Baden had already gone over to the
French service, rather than fall under the Hapsburg yoke.
A ” Confederation of the Rhine "
,
the Kings of Bavaria
and Wflrtemberg, the Elector of Baden, the Landgrave of Hesse,
and a dozen other princes, formally seceded from the Empire
and provided Napoleon with an army of 65*000 men for any ware
which he might see fit to wage.
Two months later the ** Holy Roman Empire of the German
Nation ” came to an ignominious end (1806).
Thus is sketched the preliminary condition that heralded
Schiller’ s entrance into the world, the events in which he
daily participated, and finally the history which was in the
making when his life span ended.

CLERGY
Europe In general was marked with laxity among the clergy.
There is a defiant immorality which characterized the eighteenth
century. In France during the year of I76O the Parlement of Paris
passed an ” arret " prohibiting the organization of religious
congregations without royal permission. It was necessary to
pass the edicts of I76O and 1767; y«t no noticeable improvement
was felt until finally in I76S, Louis XV passed an edict in
which he undertook to diminish to some degree the causes of the
more flagrant disorders among the regular clergy. The enforcement
of this edict created quite a stir and much excitement.
In England under Morton and Cromwell the spiritual condition
among the clergy was also at a very low moral ebb. The long
and bitter mutual persecution between the Puritan Church and
Anglicans, as well as the overthrow of the Catholics tended to
bring about this condition.
Despite the high personal character of some of the pontiffs
the condition in Rome was no better than in its dependent
provinces.
On September 1791 Mirabeau introduced, into the assembly,
a decree providing that no profession or vocation should debar
a citizen from marriage. The Ecclesiastics were not particularly
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mentioned, however; Profeesor Cournard was the first man
to take advantage of this doctrine and many followed his example.
Scores of Ecclesiastics took advantage of this decree which
again caused the opposing bishops much concern. In 1795 a
convention was called which passed a law punishing with
deprivation and exile all bishops who interfered in any way
with the marriage of their clergy.
The Concordat of 1801 restored France to its place in the
hierarchy of Latin Christianity. The question of sacerdotal
marriage ccntinued to present itself under varying aspects
until at length the Bnperor proposed to apply to married priests
the penalty imposed by the law on bigamy. Shortly after the
consideration of this question the empire collapsed in France.
In Germany Profeesor D. Heinrich Phil. Conrad published a
" Zeitschrift " " Eusebia ” containing a l40 page complaint
regarding the necessity of a moral reform among the German
clergy. He also mentioned that a great laxity of spiritual
interest and education were very much in evidence.
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RELIGION OF THE DAY
New faithe, new proceeeee of thought, new doubts, new methods
of attaining truth characterized the advancing of the eighteenth
century in comparison with former centuries.
The world was tolerably well known. The sky was no longer
viewed as the mysterious abode of unknown spirits. Two distinct
classes of people were marked; one which completely rejected all
the discoveries which trenched in any way upon the doctrines
of revealed religion; the other which rejected dogma where it
was weakened by the new knowledge. From this division arose
new antagonism bearing little relation to the older divisions
of Catholic and Protestant controversy. The champions of orthodox
belief, who may have differed among themselves on questions of theology
and ecclesiastical supremacy, were ringed on one side. On the
other side stood those who accepted the conclusions of investigation
and reason; deist, philosopher, agnostic, unbeliever, atheist,
free-thinker, scientist, or whatever they may have called themselves.
The old formula, ” I believe, therefore I know, ” found itself
confronted now by the new, " I know, therefore I believe.”
The eighteenth century produced a scientific renaissance,
similar to the fifteenth century classical movement, which
produced, not paganism, but indifference or antagonism.
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The church tended to bee one a social institution whose greatest
desire was to deal independently in spiritual matters. This
was not noticeably true in Catholic as well as Protestant affairs.
Liberalism was as yet only in the hands of educated men; time
alone would finally seethe it thru to the masses. This was the age
of Bolingbroke (1678-1751), Voltaire (1694-1778), Addison (I672-I719 ),
Johnson (1709-1784), Goethe (1749-1852), Schiller (1759-1805),
Kant (1724-1304), Herder (1744-1305), Lessing (I729-I78I),
Kflrner ( 179I-I8 I5 ), Goldsmith (1728-1774), Burns (1759-1796),
and Wieland (I755-I8 I5 ).
There must have been reasons for this decline in religion.
I believe one fundamental reason was the spread of the French
language. Everywhere this language became the speech of polite
society. It took the place of the Latin as a vehicle of
literary and diplomatic intercourse. This is a symbol of
the French influence not only in matters of etiquette, gardening,
furniture, and buildings, but also in the field of practical
morals and religious outlooks.
The preceding period had abounded in manifold theological
conflicts, therefore a reaction was bound to off-set this
in the period which should follow. That is exactly what did
happen since a lassitude of spirit as regards religion and
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whatever savored of dogmatism in belief ensued.
The discoveries of Newton which followed upon the
philosophical teaching of Lord Bacon a century earlier, had
ushered in a new era of investigation in physical science.
Thought was turning from the reasonings of the Schools to
the fresh and alluring domain of experimental study.
Freedom seemed to be the watchword of the hour; freedom
of the soul as portrayed by the literary men of the day,
freedom among the clergy as repeated edicts for moral
reform show. The heralding of freedom was heard, but
underneath the fetters of iron could still be felt. It
would be unreasonable to expect it otherwise.
A minister was given license to interpret and preach as
he desireds however, he had to put himself fully at the
service of the State. A notable example of this is given
in Pi-ussia when all the pastors were called to be present
at the voting for a city officer. They were here told to
notify the authorities of any epidemic outbursts in the
community or of any deaths which involved inheritances.
In 1802 ministers in Prussia, were required to read 46 secular
" Verordnungen " which had to be repeated on different
Sundays. The ordinances dealt with discussions regarding
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the advisability of erecting hitching poets on side-paths,
the pros and cons of the Hunt, the playing of " dergl" and
a multitude of other secular affairs not expected to be
discussed from the pulpit on Sunday. The spiritual
atmosphere uas lacking. Many of the clergy objected to this.
One loudly thundered from the pulpit, " Prediger sind keine
Polizeibediente. " *
A notable representative of the early eighteenth century
is Frederick William I. In hie character we can trace the
old era of intolerance together with the dawn of a new
era of living. He was extremely fastidious and spent much
time abolishing French customs and morals, and in introducing
a higher standard of living. His one outstanding weakness
was hie utter intolerance of science. The. infusion of
the new with the old mode of restriction is very noticeably
seen in the instruction which he left for the education
of his son. He was taught that true love and the fear
of God are the only pillars of society. Any mention of
misleading sects or doctrines was not allowed in his
presence. He must be instructed to regard the Roman Catholic
religion as an abomination.
Two controversies greatly troubled the Lutheran church:
the Syncretistic and the Pietistic.
Paul Drew, Der evang. Geistliche p. 1^2.
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The syncreti Stic was championed by George Calixtus, a
professor of theology in the university of Helmstadt.
His object was to unite the Roman, Lutheran, and the
Calvaniftic churches in the bonds of charity and benevolence.
He maintained that the elementary principles of all three
confessions were identical and all three were contained
in that ancient form known as the ” Apostle's Creed. "
The one statement that brought furious attack upon him
was the declaration that the tenets and opinions of the
ancient doctors were of equal importance with the declarations
and doctrines of the Scriptures.
Pietism sprang up in Germany at the end of the seventeenth
century. It was a movement in the Lutheran church under
the leadership of Philip Jacob Spener. He was a Lutheran
pastor of Frankfort who held devotional meetings called
” collegia pietatis " .* The worshippers thereafter were
called Pietists. Like the name Methodists, this became
a name of ridicule. No special doctrines were formulated.
Halle later became the center under A.H.Francke, who
devoted his life to good works. This entire movement
combined the Lutheran emphasis on Biblical doctrine with
the Reformed tendency to a vigorous Christian life.
This movement spread over Middle and North Gerrnany. Its
* Harmsworth' 8 Univ. Ency. p. 6lkj
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outstanding accomplishment was the organization of the
Moravian Church in 17^7 » By the middle of the eighteenth
century Pietism was no longer very popular; however, it
helped to prepare the way for the great " Illumination ” or
" Aufklirung " period. Schiller's position has rather to deal
with its low flickering taper than with its glaring flame.
The Moravian movement under Count Zinzendorf, a Saxon
nobleman, lent its influence toward the religious atmosphere
of this period. The missionary impulse among this people
was so strong that we find many of them migrating across
the seas. America and Greenland particularly received
colonies of Moravians.
In Germany rationalism of a more or less deistic type,
which minimised or rejected altogether the supernatural, was
being heralded from the pulpits and fostered in the theological
faculties at the end of the eighteenth and well into the
nineteenth centuries. Deists originated among the men of
letters. They denied revelation and based their belief on a
Creator as demonstrated by the discoveries of science and the
*' natural constitution ” of the universe. Among these men
was Francois Marie Arouet, better known by his assvuned name
i
of Voltaire. His sardonic wit and attacks upon the church
emphatically labeled him as the " spirit that denies." *
* Abbott, Expansion of Europe, p. 219.
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Another outstanding representation of the deistic view was
a Hamburg philologist, Reiinarus. He published apologies for
natural religion against materialisra and atheism. He also
left in manuscript an attack upon Christianity entitled
" Apologia Oder Schutzschrift fflr die vernflnftigen Verehrer
Gottes. " Fragments of this were published by Lessing
in 177^ under the title of ” Wolfenbuettel Fragments. "
The most influential in the school of " mediating ”
theologians was Johann August Wilhelm Neander ( 1789-1950 ).
He filled the professorship in Berlin with distinction until
his death. He devoted his life to the writing of church
history. The first volume was published twenty-one years after
Schiller’ e death. He put church history on a new plane of
achievement. His personal character and contact with his
students was Christ-like. ** ^ew men have been more oersonally
helpful or more beloved. ” **
It can hardly be expected that Neander should have had any
influence upon Schiller since the historian was just merging
into manhood when our poet made his final exit. He did,
however, influence this period by giving it a new type of
religious interpretation.
Another outstanding example of rationalistic embodiment is
found in the life of the great Heinrich Eberhard Gottlob paulus
who lived from I76 I to 1851. He was born two years
Other fragments of this work were published in " Zeitschrift
fftr historische Theologie, 1850-1352
**
’Talker, History of the Christian Church, p. 558.
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P
later than Frederick Schiller and outlived him. Schiller
must have been Influenced by the thought of this prominent
leader. He was also a profeasor at Jena in 1789; and the
latter part of his long life was spent as professor in Heidelberg.
He opposed all supernatural ism as his " Life of Jesus "
published in 1328 shows. ” Christ' s walking on the water, he
explains as a misunderstanding of the disciples viewing Christ
through the mist as He walked on the shore. The feeding of
the five thousand was accomplished by the generous freedom
with which Christ bestowed the little food He had, thru
awakening the generosity of those in the throng who had a
larger supply. Christ's death was no real event. He revived
in the tomb, aroused by the earthquake, and returned to
His disciples. ”
The Catholic Church received a severe blow by the dissolving
of the Order of the Jesuits. For two hundred years they had
been a power throughout the European world and they probably
would have remained so, if they had not taken part in
politics. The altered character of the age is illustrated
by the fact that in the middle of the eighteenth century
this famous body comprised not far from twenty thousand
members.
A brief summary of the foregoing may be helpful: At the
* Walker, History of the Christian Church, p. 557*
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close of the Thirty Years’ War in 1648 the Protestants
embraced about " two-thirds of the population and the Roman
Catholics a little more than one-third ” and so the proportion
remained thruout the period in which we are interested.
The distinction between Lutherans and Reformed has existed
since the Reformation. In 1817 act of the government
an attempt was made to unite the two confessions. This was
the ” United Evangelical Church.”
The Pietistic movement kept -within the limits of the
Lutheran state churches and did not result in secession.
The Moravian communities were for some time the only
places of refuge for genuine piety in Germany.
The period of rationalism invaded the universities, pulpits
and highest judicatories and effected a complete revolution
in theology and church life.
The forms in which Christianity expressed itself had become
too narrow for the new impetus which characterized the spirit
of the age. There were still » learned theologians but
only a few who could satisfy the inquiring and advancing
urge of the mind and conscience. Even Herder did not at
all times seem equal to presenting Christianity and
humanity in their unity.
. Schaft-Herzog, Eel. 40, p. 4y0.
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EARLY TRAINING
Johann Ohrietoph Friedrich von Schiller was born in a strict
Lutheran home on November 10, 1759# a few months later than Robert Burns.
The little town of Marbach in Wflrtemberg located on the Neckar River
was a land in which ancestral Christianity was deeply rooted.
At the age of twelve years Friedrich was confirmed in the
Lutheran Church. We have a record of one Easter Monday when
the Schiller children played church and reverently kneeling
went the distance from Ludwigsburg to Marbach.
Friedrich loved to read the Bible and the Psalms, and poured
his soul out in fervent prayer. He led many devotional
exercises in society.
The constant change of residence which his father' s position
in the army necessitated, did not create the best conditions
under which to educate such a boy as Friedrich.
Even when he entered ” die lateinische Schule ” and was
instructed by ” einem steifen beschrankten Religionslehrer "
his religious foundation was steadfast. At this period we find
him filled with a new religious fervor and he received much
eoul=-refreshing in prayer and Bible study.
At the ** Carlschule ** he pursued the study of medicine and biology.
It was here that many of his former childhood beliefs suffered
Hofftaeister, Schiller's Leben Th. I p. 52.
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severe attacks. At this time he was conscious of a great
soul conflict within his being. Gustav Schwab says that
" Die philosophic ist das Kind dee Zweifels." No wonder
then that Schiller began to feel some of his moat cherished
beliefs slipping from him. The discipline of the military
school lay heavily upon him, while hie spirit nurtured itself
on Rousseau and the writers of the ” Sturm und Drang". This
unhappy combination intensified the spirit of rebellion within
his soul.
While a medical student he wrote two theses, the one on
the " Philosophy of Physiology" the other on the " Connection
between Han's Animal and Spiritual Nature. " In the latter we
find the following religious elements: a belief in God as the
wise and loving Creator; a belief in the soul as the image of
its Maker and growing more and more like Him; a strong
expression of love as the aid toward divinity; a belief that
our material existence is an encumberance in our strife toward
the higher life; finally a belief in immortality, that the soul
may eventually be perfected.
Schiller' s common sense contradicted much of the dogma of
the church, while his soul seemed rent in two and a peace-
destroying restlessness overcame him. He was struggling for the

- 22 -
retention of the religion of hie heart. He says in his
" ?!orgengebet am Sonntagi ”
“ Oft hCillte banger Zweifel meine Seele in Nacht ein, oft
ftngetigte eich mein Herz - Gott, Du weieet eel und rang
nach himmliecher Erleuchtung von Dir.- Du haet mich zu
trflben Tagen aufbehalten, mein Schfipfer, zu Tagen, wo der
Aberglaube zu meiner Rechten raet und der Unglaube zu meiner
Linken epottet. Da etehe ich und echwanke oft im Sturme, und
achl dae schwankende Rohr wttrde knicken, wenn Du es nicht
ercpor hielteet m&chtiger Erhalter Deiner GeechApfe, Vater
derer^die Dich suchen; Ach, mein Gott, so erhalte mein Herz
im Ruhe, in derjenigen heiligen Stille, in der uns die
Wahrheit am liebeten beeuchtl "
What a cry from an anguished soul ie here oortrayedl Thie
was the beginning of a severe storm upon the peaceful sea of
Schiller's life.
Bartsch, Uneterblichkeit der Seele, p. 6.
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INFLUENCE OF HIS FATHER
,
Schiller’ a Grandfather had "been a baker in the village cf
gittenfeld, near V'eitlingen. Hia own father Johann Caspar Schiller
had served as a surgeon in the Bavarian army during the Succession
War. After the war he retired from the medical profeaeion and
obtained a coiumieeion as ensign and adjutant under his r^ative
Prince until his death, serving in various capacities. He
married Elisabeth Dorothea Kodweiss, the daughter of an
innkeeper. This girl then had the honor of being known as
Friedrich Schiller's mother.
His father was a pious man of good character. He possessed
a mild disposition and sincerely desired to become a useful
member of society. Every morning at worship his words of
warning and praise were imbibed by his listening family.
In such an atmosphere of worship and reverence the boy
Friedrich grew to iMinhood. At the birth of Friedrich
his father earnestly prayed that this child would " an
Geistes Stflrke zulegen ” what he could not attain " aus
Mangel an Unterricht. ” Even though his son's soul-
development was not just according to his wish nevertheless
we cannot doubt but that his prayer was fully answered.
Grandgent, Religion of Frederick Schiller, p. 20
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Johann Schiller studied the science and philosophy which
lay within his reach. This diligent study led him to become
the author of " Die Baumzucht im Grossen ", * for which a second
edition was called in 1806. During the latter part of his life
nothing mattered to him but hie interest in tree-culture. In
fact, due to his absorption in this subject he forgot his
home, the needs of his wife, and the necessity of guarding
his own health*
The father and mother harmonized perfectly in the home.
There was only one thing in which they differed and that was
in the education of the girls. The father remarked about
the girls " ein Handwerksmann wttrde keine solche Frau
brauchen und sonst wflrde keiner kommen. " ** It does not
surprise us that Frau Schiller was not satisfied with this
remark of her husband. She was always concerned that she had
too little education and at least she wanted her daughters to
lack for nothing. She was anxious that they should learn
French, and piano; and that they should get into the best
company where they could observe proper and polished
manners. It is a bit difficult for us to understand the
father’ s viewpoint since as officers’ children they had their
place in the social scale.
The daughters were ever thankful for the effort that
J. Petech, Schiller’s Glaube
, p. 7*
* Mflller, Schiller’s Mutter, p. 10.
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the mother made to educate them. They expressed themselves,
” Bauermenschen w&ren wlr geblieben, wenn die Mama nicht
Gelegenheit eonst gemacht."*
At the death of his father, philosophy and poetry were
silent; we see only the Man Schiller, to whom hie mother looked
for strength.
” Auch wenn ich nicht einmal daran denke^wae der gute,
verewigte Vater mir und uns alien gewesen ist, so kann ich
mir nicht ohne wehmflthige Rflhrung den Beschlues eines so
-bedeutenden und thatenvollen Lebens denken, das ihm Gott
so lange und rait solcher Gesundheit fristete, und das er
so redlich und ehrenvoll verwaltete. Ja freilich, es ist
nicht s Geringes auf einera so langen und mfldievollen Laufe
so treu auszuhalten und, so wie er, noch im dreiundsiebenzigsten
Jahre mit einem so kindlichen reinen Sinne von der Welt
zu scheiden. MBchte ich, wenn es mich gleich alle seine
Schraerzen koatete, so unechuldig von meinem Leben scheiden
ale er von dem seinigen. Das Leben ist eine so schwere
Prilfung, und die Vortheile die mir die Vorsehung in mancher
Vergleichung mit ihm gegBnnt haben mag, eind mit so vielen
Gefahren fttr das Herz und ffir den vrahren Prieden verknBpftl
Unsrem theuren Vater ist wohl, und wir Alle mflesen und warden
ihm folgen. Nie wird sein Bild aus unserm Herzen erlBschen,
und der Schmerz urn ihn soil uns nur noch enger untereinander
vereinigen.” *
Mflller, Schiller's Mutter, p. 15.
* Bartsch, Unsterblichkeit der Seele, p. 10.
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INFLUE^TCE OF HIS MOTHER
Frederick was also enveloped with the sweet fragrance of a
true mother love. Frau Schiller possessed a great enthusiasm
for poetry, her two favorite poets were Uz and Gellert.
It was creditable for her to possess such taste since her
education was of the meagerest and her opportunities but
scant *
The influence of hie mother did not only last during the
years of his childhood but thruout hie entire life. In her
letters it is noticeable that her son took first place in her
life. Her daughters did not lack for her love, but to her eon
she was the essence of life.
Later when she was alone and in need Frederick sent money
to her. She knew that he also had need of it, and therefore
she hesitated to accept it. Cotta, who had the money in
charge, repeatedly requested her to accept it. Finally
on January ^0 , 1797# ehe wrote to her son stating, ” Herr Cotta
schrieb mir schon zweimal, warum ich das von meinem Sohn
Angewiesene nicht abholte und ihm einen Menschen bestimmte,
wie und wann ich' a wollte; aber ich werde erst einen Gebrauch,
mein bester Sohn, von Seiner Liebe und Giite machen, weiin ich
sehe, wann das Versprechen von der Pension mir nicht
gehalten werden sollte, alsdann KSnnte ich von dem, was ich
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habe, unmBglich leben, ich erwarte also die achleunigete
^Tachricht von Ihm."*
We do not have a record of the letter in which Schiller
answered, however, he must have urged the money upon her
because she finally accepted according to her letter of
February l6t
" Nun will ich das Geld bei Herrn Cotta angewiesen
dankbar annehmen, bekomrae ich eine Pension so werde ich
gewiss keinen Miesbrauch von dem guten Willen meines besten
Sohnes machen; Gott wird Ihn und die lieben Seinigen davon
segnen. ” *
She felt that she would be depriving Schiller and his family
of some comfort by accepting the money. She did’nt think of
her own wants, - only of hie. In writing to her daughter
Luise December 9, 1799 she states, ” Du weisst, dass mich
der Zuschuss von Deinem Bruder so niederbeugt und ich
indessen ihm geschrieben, es in Zukunft zurftckzunehmen. "
This is a beautiful picture of a mother and son each
unselfishly concerned for the welfare of the other. His
mother comes before everything in his child-like love; while
in the life of the mother was fulfilled, ” Love eeeketh not
her own. "
* Mflller, Schillerfe Mutter, o. 110-114,116.
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Frau Schiller tried to prevent any friction in the family
which would displease the eon. She took counsel from him
in all matters. At one time the eon sent money, ” wegen der
Bftste, " which the father forgot to acknowledge. Immediately
the mother wrote a letter in which she explains the forgetfulness
of the father in the language of a peace-maker, " Liebe r
Sohn, vergeese Er es Seinem Vater diese Unachteamkeit,
der ee gewiss nicht so dbel gemeint."*
She showed great concern that the servants in Schiller’ s house
also understood the care of children. It was necessary that
they love\ children and knew how to act toward them.
Christine Wezel who was in F. Schiller's household for many
years was especially liked by his mother because she was good
to the children. She even gave this girl many small gifts of
appreciation.
* Miller, Schiller' 8 Mutter, p. 117
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CHARACTER
In order for us to fully understand the works of a man
whom we can readily label as " Great ", we must try to
understand the personality and character which prompted such
works. It will be interesting to note whether he who represented
such noble actions did himself act nobly'.
At the unveiling of the statue of Schiller at Stuttgart
Gustav Schwab expressed himself in behalf of the German
people when he said: " Lost in admiration and in reverential
contemplation, but also filled with sincere joy, we stand
before the unveiled image of the sublime poet, the sagacious,
popular teacher, the labourer on the building of eternity,
the favorite of the people, who is both our pride and our love."*
One of his greatest and most outstanding faculties was his
poetic temperament and aesthetic view together with hie
psychological interpretation which coloured the drabbest gray
of life. The sensitiveness of it moves us to think and feel
its dynamic force.
He possessed a deep enthusiasm for the morally heroic,
which his contact with classical literature probably
called forth. He also developed an exquisite sensitiveness
Hagenbach, German Rationalism, p. 2J5
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for external shapes of beauty. This quality can be felt
in hia writings to a marked degree.
Hie character was not of the whining sentimental
sort; as even in the face of misfortunes hia stronger
feelings mastered the situation, and, as a call, heralded
them to action. He possessed the happy faculty of being
able to conquer his thoughts by directing them into other
channels. This faculty is so rare among men of genius
that perhaps this trait more than any other is responsible
for the fortunate conduct of his entire life.
In his dress and manner he was plain and unaffected.
He was gay and cheerful in his own family; among strangers
sometimes shy and retiring. Modesty, simplicity, and
total want of all parade and affectation stamped him as the
great man that he truly was.
He was not rich and his habits were simple. At all times
he was far above the meanness of self-interest, particularly
that of love of money.
To all men he was humane and sympathizing; among his
friends tender, thoughtful and generous; in the sanctuary
of his family kind, understanding and helpful.
Carlyle pays a sincere tribute to the poet in language
that cannot be duplicateds
" Schiller gives a fine example of the German character;
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he has all its good qualities in a high degree, with very
few of its defects. We trace in him all that downrightness
and simplicity, that sincerity of heart and mind, for which
the Germans are remarked; their enthusiasm, their patient,
long-continuing , earnest devotedness; their intellect, rising
into refined abstractions, stretching itself into comprehensive
generalizations. But the excesses to which such a character
is liable are in him prevented by a firm and watchful
sense of propriety.
” His was a mighty spirit unheedful of its might. He walked
the earth in calm power; the staff of his spear was like
a weaver’s beam; but he wielded it like a wand.”*
He is not notable for his wit, though his works are
beautiful and appeal to the artistic sense because of his
generous scattering of metaphors, illustrations and comparisons.
His earnestness of temperament further disqualified him
for wit. Hie tendency was rather to create lofty types
of womanhood and manhood.
In a letter written to Huber we get an insight into the
meager demands upon life which he mades
" I want nothing but a bedroom, which might also be ny
working room; and another chamber for receiving visitors.
The furniture necessary for me are a good chest of drawers,
a desk, a bed and sofa, a table, and a few chairs. With
* Carlyle, Life of Schiller, p. 2J.
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-these conveniences, my accommodations were sufficiently
provided for.
”1 cannot live on the ground-floor, nor close to the
ridgepole; also my window positively must not look into the
churchyard. I love man, and therefore like hie bustle.
I had rather fast than eat without company, large, or
else particularly good. " *
It ie not the possession of one trait above another
that endears Schiller to us but the glorious combination
of the whole.
* Carlyle, Life of Schiller, p. 50
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PERSONAL APPEARANCE
Schiller poeeeeeed a tall epare frame which lent dignity
to the most superficial gathering. His high noble brow
was alight with kindness and pensive thought. The paleness
of hie complexion was accentuated by the soft auburn hair.
His blue eyes sparkled with darts of fire; his sensitive
aquiline nose and exquisitively beautiful mouth marked
him as an outstanding figure in his literary circle.
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SURVEY OF LITERARY ACTIVITY
Schiller's literary activities extend over a period of
twenty-five years, approximately from I78O until his death
in 1805. Three distinct periods can be noted, the first
period from 1J80 to 1785 in which were written " Die R&uber”,
" Fiesco ”, ” Kabale und Liebe, ” the lyrics of ” Anthologie ”
and the beginning of " Don Carlos". Then ensued a period
of scientific activity during which he practically aband-
oned poetry and devoted himself to the study of the Kantian
philosophy and history, this was from 1785 to 179A. In
this period we find ” Don Carlos, " " Geschichte dee
dreiseigj&hrigen Krieges, " " Geschichte dee Abfalle der
vereinigten Niederlande " and translations from the Greek.
The last great period when his genius reached its height of
development is marked by his connection with Goethe, 179A to 1505.
Here belong hie philosophical poems, most of his ballads,
and the great dramas, " Wallenstein, " " Maria Stuart, "
” Dio Jungfrau von Orleans, " " Die Praut von Messina, ”
and " Wilhelm Tell. "
As early as 177^ specimens of lyric poetry appeared in print.
After he finished ” Die Rfluber " he could not find a publisher
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who would take the risk of publishing it. He
therefore had to have it published at his own expense.
In 1780 he left the academy qualified to practice as
a surgeon. He was appointed by the Duke to an ill-
paid position as garrison surgeon in Stuttgart. Hie
discontent found vent in the unbalanced lyrics of the first
period from I78O to 1735 . Schiller stole secretly away from
Stuttgart, in-order to be present at the National Theatre
at Mannheim where his first play was being performed. Its
success encouraged him to begin a new tragedy " Die
Verschw5rung des Fiesco zu Genua. ”
The Duke was irritated by a complaint from Switzerland
about an uncomplimentary reference to ” GrauBflnden ” in
" Die R&uber ” and also the news of Schiller’ s visit to
Mannheim which came to his ears. Immediately he put Schiller
under a fortnight’ s arrest and forbade him to write any more
” comedies " or to hold intercourse with any one outside
of Wflrtemberg. Schiller resolved to seek freedom from
the uncongenial conditions and infr^ements of personal
liberty in flight. He found a refuge in the home of one
of his former schoolmates. Frau von Wolzogen, the mother
of the home, was exceedingly kind to him. Here he finished
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" Kabale und Liebe " and started " Don Carlos ” at Bauerbach.
" Kabale und Liebe " was enthusiastically received at Mannheim.
This became popularly recognized as the beet German drama
of contemporary life. It touches the grander passions of
human nature.
He failed to win a permanent place at Mannheim as the
Theatre Poet, however, he won favor from the Duke of Weimar
at Darmstadt by reading part of his new tragedy " Don Carlos."
The Mannheim public could not appreciate this play. It was
too radical and democratic and lacked intrinsic value.
It is of interest to us however, as Schiller’ s introduction
to historical drama. He achieved his greatest dramatic
success later.
At the time of his escape, the historical drama " Fiesco "
was nearly completed. He sold this to a Mannheim publisher
for eleven louis d’ or ( about fifty dollars.)
In 1785 he left Mannheim in debt but famous. ( Letters
was not a wholly independent profession.) A private patron
or some special source of income was necessary, for public
support as yet scarcely enabled a man to live by his pen.
Hie association with K,B**ner at this time greatly influenced
his religious and philosophical mode of thought.
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The contributing factor of his entrance into Weimar life
in I7S7 was his fascination for Charlotte von Kalb. Schiller
was warmly received into this literary circle. The success of
" Don Carlos, ” its humanity and warmth, entitled him to the
honor of a recognized author. Herder and Wieland received him
cordially. Goethe was in Italy at the time.
In 1788 he won scholarly recognition by the publication of
a study of the revolt of the Netherlands from Spain,
” Geschichte dee Abfalle der Niederlande. ”
The publishing of " Die Kflnstler " and " Die Gutter Gr iechenlands”
marked a significant classical influence which,we soon find,
pervaded the future character of his work.
A new inspiration in the friendship of Charlotte von Lengefeld
gave him the strong impetus to write himself out of debt. At this
period he fell into disfavor with Goethe because of something
which he had written. For six years thereafter the relationship
between Goethe and Schiller never bordered on friendship;
they were, however, always distantly courteous to one another.
Goethe procured an appointment for Schiller as assistant
history professor at Jena. This position at one of the
chief university centres brought him into contact with
literary life; but it did not help his financial condition
to any extent.
In February 1790 he married Charlotte von Lengefeld
.
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wholly recovered. Prince Frederick Christian of Holstein-
Augustenburg made him a generous gift of 1000 Thalers
annually for three years because of his incapacity to work.
During the leisure which followed he investigated thoroughly
Kant's philosophy and contributed to " Thalia " and " Die Horen."
These wore lasting factors in developing taste and criticism
among the German people.
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aOETHE* S INFLUSTTOE
The moat important intellectual event in the life of
Schiller waa hie friendship with Goethe. This friendship
became a great inspiration for the later /ears of hia life.
It was not an easy matter for Schiller and Goethe to unite.
After their first meeting in 1788, the chances for an intimate
relationship seemed very slight. Schiller expressed himself
to Kflrner in the words: " We soon made acquaintance, and without
the sligh^st effort... On the whole, I must say that my
great idea of him is not lessened by this personal acquaintance;
but,” ( he adds ) " I doubt whether we shall ever become
intimate. ... Hie whole being, from the foundation is
entirely different from mine. His world is not my world. " *
Nothwithstanding, it was impossible for these two spirits
to resist the attraction for each other. As Landor says:
" If there be two great men at opposite ends of the earth,
they will seek each other. ” * So it happened to the two
geniuses who were neighbors.
The occasion for a better under standing presented itself
after a lecture on natural history to which both men had
been listening. They discussed together the subject presented
by the lecturer. Although the men did not agree in their
* Hedge, Hours with German Classics, p. 571“572«
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views, yet each received a profound respect for the strength
of the other's position. Goethe suppressed his irritation
at some of Schiller's views, and Schiller met Goethe half
way in his readiness to break the ice of reserve between
them. Hereafter Goethe became a willing contributor to
Schiller ’
e
journal the " Horen "
,
in which they led the
thought and formed the literary taste of the nation.
The acquaintance grew quickly to a complete and lasting
friendship. Weimar and Jena became very closely connected.
Their correspondence extends to more than 1000 letters in
which they talk unreservedly of their work and plans.
Thru " Wilhelm Meister " Goethe won Schiller back to poetry.
During this period we have a record of ^ Die Ideal e ”
,
” Das Ideal und das Leben”
,
" Der Spaziergang"
,
in which
we are conscious that our poet has taken some heretofore
untried lofty philosophical flights.
The year 1797 is marked as the great ballad year in
Schiller's experience. In the friendly rivalry with Goethe
the world became enriched with some of the poet' s most re-
markable contributions. There is a noticeable depth and in-
tensity in ” Der Taucher, ” " Die Kraniche des Ibykus, ”
" Der Handschuh, " " Der Ring dee Polykratee, ” " Ritter
Toggenburg, ” and ” Der Gang nach dem Eisenheunmer . " In this
year was also started the much prized lyric ” Das Lied von der Glocke"
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which was finally completed in 1797*
In November 1797 due to Goethe’ e counsel Schiller began to
cast into life the first of his great dramatic works, " Wallensteins
Lager, " the introduction to ” Die Piccolomini " and ” Wallensteins
Tod. " Schiller paid Goethe frequent visits during this time and
together they discussed this first great dramatic masterpiece.
The drama was presented in its complete form April 15, 17 aud 20th, 1799*
These were extremely important days for Weimar and the German
stage. A new and lofty ideal had now been introduced upon
the Gernffiin stage. A new Schiller had now been revealed to the
world and to himself.
Thereupon followed the production of the last and third period
of his noble dramas.” Wilhelm Tell” the last, received a royal
welcome and from Berlin came an invitation for the author.
Although he suffered from illness upon his return he sketched
the plot for a drama taken from Russian history, ” Demetrius."
This plot shows that his power of tragic conception and expression
was at its highest at the period of hie untimely death.
It must be remembered that the language in which Schiller
wrote was yet in its infancy; it was scarcely settled into
a stable form, or as yet admitted among the cultivated
languages of Europe.
His works have been admitted to that selact inner-faraily-
circle known as " classics " and he himself ranks as the author
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not of a narrow tiaie limit, but as the instructor of
the world. His own time cannot claim his works, they are
written for all time and for all people.
At the time of Schiller's death Goethe lay dangerously ill.
His family feared to communicate the tidings to him. However,
he read it in their looks. " I perceive, " he said, ” that
Schiller must be very sick. ” To a lady friend the next day
he said, inquiringly, " Schiller was very ill yesterday, was
he not? ” She burst into tears. " Is he dead? " he said,
” You have said it, " she replied; ” he is dead. "
” He is dead'. " repeated Goethe, and covered his face with
his hands. " *
To Zelter he wrote, " I thought I was about to lose myself,
and now I lose a friend, and in him one half of my existence.”**
In later years Goethe always refers to Schiller in the same
tone of affectionate, regretful remembrances ” He stood
beside me like my youth, making actual existence a dream to
me, weaving the golden vapors of the dawn about the common
realities of life. In the fire of hie loving soul, even the plain,
every-day objects of life became, to my astonishment, exalted.”***
* Hedge, Hours with German Classics, p. 594.
** Boyesen, Goethe and Schiller, p. 118.
** Schmidt, Geschichte der deutschen Literature, p. 420.
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HIS DEATH
During much of his life the ravages of disease held him
in its grin. Finally the half-burned taner was extinguished -
the flame died out.
In the evening of May 8, 1805 in Weimar, as his sister-
in-law stood before his bed and questioned him about his
health he pressed her hand and replied: ” Immer besser,
immer heiterer. ” * He requested that the curtain be removed;
he desired to see the sun. The last sign that he gave of
conscious life was the aclcnowledgement of a kiss which hie
wife imprinted upon his dying brow. As the rays of the sun
were sinking, the great soul of the man, who had lived so
close to her bosom, was sinking with her.
His mortal remains were borne to the cemetary of the church
of Saint James on the night of the Ilth of May. Thru the
efforts of Ludwig, King of Bavaria, twenty-two years later,
they were transferred to the ducal vault, where they now
rest beside those of Karl August, and of Goethe.
* Bartsch, Unsterblichkeit der Seele, p. 24

- 44
HIS ATTITUDE TOWARD THE BIBLE
We will coneider from Schiller’ e own works his many
and scattered references to the Scriptures. Can we not
then draw our own conclusion as to the esteem in which
Schiller revered them?
Many authors make frequent use of Bible verses and
extracts in order to cover their own lack of spiritual
expression; however, this lack is not noticeable in
Schiller's writings. He was too rich in spirit, too earnest
in purpose, and too sensitive in reverence to need the
Scriptures for such an object.
The Bible was for Schiller " ein ewig wirksaraes Buch,
he loved it until his death, as his monologue of ” Marfa
im Demetrius ", clearly shows. The early atmosphere of hie
home radiated the teachings of the Bible and exemplified the
teachings of Christ to such an extent that regardless of
his later acceptance and philosophy they were ingrained
upon his soul*
When the lad was nine years old he wrote a spirited poem
which calls to memory Joshua 8s 55* The attempt to follow
the old testament sj'mbol puts one in mind of Goethe'
s
like attempt.
Schlurick, Schiller und die Bibel p. 10.
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Another poem ” Ein Neujahr swunsch " hae reference to the
sixteenth and twenty-third Psalm. Three other poems of
his childhood have been lost, one written about his
confirmation, another referred to by his father as ” Die
Christen ”
,
which was written by him when he was thirteen
years of age. ” Absolom "
,
was the title of the third
lost poem. ” Die Morgengedanken am Sonntag ” written
in the form of a prayer has reference to Pealm fourteen.
This is orthodox enough to be printed in any prayer-book.
In the startlingly beautiful ode " Tr iumphgesang der HBlle,
Satan is portrayed as reconnoitering all his inventions
from the beginning of the world until now for the
purpose of exterminating human existence.
Although the foregoing are productions and thoughts of
his youth, yet we cannot overlook them; for after all,
" Dae Kind ist des Mannes Vater*. " The seeds that were
sown at this early date later brought forth fruit a
hundred- fol d
.
We find references to many treasured memory gems,
for example in ” Die Worte des Glauben s ”
” Und was kein Ver stand der Verstindigen sieht. ”
This calls to mind the memory gem in I Corinthians I; 19:
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” For it is written I will destroy the wisdom of the wise,
and will bring to nothing the understanding of the prudent. ”
The same thought is also expressed in Matthew II: 25:
" I thank thee, 0 Father, Lord of heaven and earth,
because thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent,
and hast revealed them unto babes. "
The next line of the poem, ” das Abet in Einfalt ein
kindlich Gemflt^ ” in " Die Jungfrau von Orleans ” and " Fine
Geisterstimme ” we find similar expressions;"
" Der Lender und der KBnige Geschick liegt sonnenhell
vor meinea Kindesblick. "
" Hoher Sinn liegt oft in Kind’ schem Spiel ", this
thought must have been of grave significance to Schiller.
He has attributed symbolically to the innocent child
that which man reaches only after years of striving and searching,
" Und dem spielenden Kind glfickt, was dem Weisen miselingt."
*
" Aus der bezaubernden Einfalt der Zflge leuchtet der
Menschheit Vollendung und Wiege, herrschet dee Kindes,
des Engels Gewalt. "
" Es ist nicht immer m&glich ira Lsben sich so kinderrein
zu halten, wie' a uns die Stimme lehrt im Innersten. " ***
* Der Geniue, XI, 70.
Wflrde der Frauen, XI
, ^6 ,
*** Picc. XIII, 183, V, I.
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In Matthew 18: 1-4 and Mark 10: 15-16 where J esue bleeees
the children we have a paralld thought in ” Naive und
sent imentali ache Dichtung. " Here Schiller speaks about
” The Paradise of Childhood, ” as a golden age which every
people, in fact every individual possesses.
In ” Die R&uber ” and in ” Die Kfinste ” we are given
a pointed reference to Genesis 5*
” Alles was sie dort verliess ihrer Kindheit Paradies ",
and " 0 all ihr Elysiumsszenen meiner Kindheit "
,
these
references raay have been consciously referred to with the
Biblical text in mind, or it may just have been part of
that childhood foundation of faith.
Elysium is referred to frequently in his later poems:
Walhalla is more prominent in his earlier ones:
Amalia sings, " SchBn wie Engel von Walhallas Wonne
seine Kfisse paradiesisch Ftthlen. " *
" Gramentbunden
,
in Walhallas Ruhj " iimed lately
following is, " Wiedersehen dort an Edens Thor. " *•
" Die Sprache die man in Elysium epricht. "
Schiller claims it as a poet' s right to combine various
religious beliefs in one poem. Underlying every religion
there is the one idea of God itself. Freedom must be granted
the poet to express this as it best fits his poem and his
inspiration at the moment.
* Die Rluber, II, 109, III, I.
* Leichenphantasie, I, 107, lOS
Laura am Klavier I, 217.
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In ” Die Braut von Meseina “ we find a chriatian and heathen
vocabulary used interchangeably, for exemple,; in the union
of Satan, Death and Devil we find immediately preceding
the mention of Orkus, Tartarus, Kozytus, Lethe, Styx and
Hadea, T^^® latter is often referred to as Hell.
” HBlle, Hftlle, wo ich dich verraisse, Hftlle, wo mein
Auge dich erblickt, Bumenidenruten deine Kfisse. ”
Reference is made to God as Creator of man for his pleasure;
and in return man was to be the object of hie love:
** GrSsse ist dem SchSpfer zur Last gefallen und er
hat Geister zur Vertrauten gemacht. ” *
” Dieses schBne Werk des himmlischen Bildners Gott
SchBpfer. Oberall das Werk seiner himmlischen Schtferstunde,
ale wire die ganze Welt nur entstanden, den SchBpfer fftr
dieses Meisterstftck in Laune zu setzenl "
A clear echo from the Bible is heard from a selection in
" Fiesco " X
” Der gleich dem gebSrenden Geist auf dem Chaos einsam
und unbehorcht eine Welt ausbrutet. ”
Compare this with Genesis 1: 2:
” And the earth was without form and void; and darkness
was upon the face of the deep. And the spirit of God
moved upon the face of the waters. "
Genesii^: 2,5:
" And God said. Let there be light; and there was light. "
Fiesko III, 82,1.
* Kab. und Liebe, III, 499

This read very much like " Es iet wftete und fineter,
Gott ruft: Licht und es wird Licht, ” in his Philosophische Briefe.
Isaiah 45: 5-15 is much akin to the well known passage in
" Don Carlos" :
" Er, der Freiheit entzuckende Erscheinung nicht zu
stftren, er lS.sst der Obel grauenvolles Heer in seinem
Weltall lieber toben, - ihn, den Kflnstler wird man
nicht gewahr, bescheiden verhttllt er sich in ewige
Gesetze; die sieht der Freigeiat, doch nicht ihn. Wozu
ein Gott? sagt er; dio Welt ist sich genug."
The thought is here carried fu'"ther than the ^i>^lical
verse; no doubt Schiller brings one of his manifold
religious ideas in for a beautiful effect.
Johannes Schlurick states that over 200 times in Schiller's
Works mention is made of angels, seraphs and cherubim,
devils, demons, Satanic spirits, paradise, heaven and
earth, also hell, and abyss. The influence of Dante and
Klopetock can be seen pervading this phase of Schiller* s
writings. The belief in the existence of the devil was
very real at this age and repeated references give us
an inkling of the grip that this teaching must have had
upon the minds of the people.
In Wallenstein' s Lager as well as in the murder scone in
Wallenstein' s Death we find vivid examples:
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" Denn dae weise ja die ganze Welt, dass der
Friedlinder einen Teufel aus der HBlle im Solde hilt..
Ja er hat eich dem Teufel flbergebea.”
" Da geht der Teufel loa. ”
" Und slhen des Teufele sein Angesicht weit lieber. "
" Zum Teufel, Herrn. . Wir folgen Dir, und wenn’ e zur
Hftlle ginge."****
This fear and belief in the devil so possessed the
minds of the people that even tho Jeanne D’Arc had been
acclaimed as the savior of her country, yet the ancient
traditional belief was so ingrained in their beings that
in a great moment of decision only their ancestral
background spoke. All events that had just transpired
were lost and the ancient beliefs fearfully possessed the
people. However, when they awoke, recalled and reasoned
they regained their equilibrium. With their own eyes
they had seen her in all her purity, yet even this was
not proof against their own belief.
” Wir eind vom Teufel (Siberwunden. Die H811 ' ist
los, der Satan kflmpft fCb Frankreich. ” *****
” Wir ffirchton uns vor keinem Teufel mehr. "*
" Fahre zur Hftlle zurflck, aus der du aufgestiegen bist. ”
" Lasst uns mit diesem jungfr&ulichen Teufel uns messen. *
* Wall. I.. XII, 6. Wall. L. 11. Wall. L. 4Ss 11.
Wall. T. V.2 XII, 564. ***** J.O.L. XIII,226;II,I.******J.0.L.252;II,2.
*******J.0.L. 245:9,J.O.L. XIII, 2^6: 115.
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According to Schiller’ b idea it io not faith that
obtains for us the eternal reward but rather love. Heaven,
Kingdom of heaven, Eden and Paradise are used symbolically to
express the highest state of ecstasy and happiness.
” Selig durch die Liebe. . .Liebe macht den Himrael himmlischer
;
die Erde zu dem Himnelreich. "*
” Himralisch, mild sein Blick wie Maiensonne Seine Kflsse-
paradiesisch Pflhlen. " *
It is interesting to note the interpretation which Schiller
gives to the story of the Fall in the garden of Eden.
" Die glflckliche Zeit ist nicht mehr. Vermessene Willkftr
hat der getreuen Natur g6ttlichen Frieden geetSrt.
”
Schiller did not refer to the Pall thru sin as a ” Fall ”,
rather as an emancipation from a condition, although in itself
perfect, yet possessing limitations. Man should step out of the
guardianship condition in which he was everlastingly a child
and be himself responsible for his omi happiness. The
condition of innocence which he lost should be reclaimed
again thru his own reasoning. Whereas his former condition
was that of a plant and a creature of instinct after his
regeneration he would come back as a free understanding soul.
If we interpret the voice of God in Eden as a voice of man'
s
instinct, then his disobedience of the law of God was only a
falling away from hie instinct. This therefore is the
Der Triumph die Liebe, I, 2%,
Der Genius Xi, 69.
RHub. II, 109, III.
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first sign of hie independence; it ie the greatest thing that
could have happened to man; for it marks the great moment of
his freedom,
er
Schill,. shows his great liberality of mind in acknowledging
that for the man who teaches the masses, it would be legitimate
to call it a " Fall ” ; for, after all, man was taken as an
innocent creature and turned into a guilty one; as a perfect
babe of nature he became an imperfect moral being; from a
happy instrument he became an unhappy artist.
Innumerable are the references that have not been quoted.
It must have been that Schiller knew his Bible; since he was so able
to strew Biblical thoughts thruout his manifold works.
Even though he did not believe in the dogma of the church,
the Bible surely was of importance to him, as Goethe says that
” Schillern war eben diese Christus-Tendenz eingeborn. ”
* Goethe an Zelter 9 , XI I85O.
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WORSHIP OF NATURE
Schiller was not in eympatly with the worship of nature. He
expreseee it to Goethe in the following!:: " Neugefundene R&der
in dem unbegreiflichen Uhrwerk der menschlichen Seele,
einzelne geietige Ph&nomene, die eich in irgend eine merkwttrdige
^^erbeeeerung oder ^erechlirnmerung auflftsen ein-^ rair, ich geetehe
ee, wichtiger ale ein neu entdeckten Nachbar dee Saturnue, dem der
glttcklichke Finder seinen Namen gleich in alle Ewigkeit
aufladet. ”
At that time investigations were being pursued relative to
Mt. Vesuvius. Schiller laments the fact that we pay more
attention to the physical occurrences than we do to the
moral.
As a poet the man took a position in favour of nature. Its
happy harmony and beauty, its reproductive usefulness and
organic law, all made a strong appeal to him. The expression
of beauty in nature is so aptly expressed;
" Wohne du ewiglich Einee, dort bei dem ewiglich Einenl
Farbe, du wechselnde, komm freudlich zum Menschen herab."
Again we find Nature as an expression of usefulness;
” Mit dem Genius steht die Natur in ewigem Bunde;
Was der eine verspricht, leistet die andre gewise.”
Finally we can see the radiance of happy harmony thru the
medium of nature;
I
” Freude trinken alle Wesen
An den Brfleten der Natur! "
* Schmidt, Aue einee Dichters religioser Gedankenwelt, p. 6l
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Goethe lamente the fact that Schiller’s philosophy of life
did not lead him to worship and uphold nature as did many of
the great minds of the day. He states, cannot but think
that Schiller's turn for philosophy has injured hie poetry,
because it led him to prefer ideas to Nature, indeed almost to
annihilate Nature. It was sad to see how a man so highly
gifted tormented himself with systems of philosophy which
would in no way profit him. " *
Hodge, Hours with German Classics, p. 567.
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INFLUEl^TCE OF KANT
Schiller wae a disciple of Kant and an adherent of his
critical philosophy. The spread of Kantian Rationalism
received a wide circulation thru the poems of Schiller at the
time when he imbibed this theory. He departed from positive
Christianity to adopt Kantian philosophy. His enthusiasm
lasted only a few years, when he was repelled by the austere
monastic ethics of Kant. He never returned to positive
Christianity but he did recognize the difference between
the two systems.
The ideal toward which Schiller strove was " die schSne
Sittlichkeit ; " and the free expression of ” die sch5ne
Seele. " In this striving the sensuous and rational
natures are reconciled and duty and inclination coincide.
However, the Kantian distinction between legal and moral he
retains and grants that occasions may arise when duty and
inclination do not harmonize, in which case a struggle will
ensue. In this painful struggle between sense and reason,
man must act with ” dignity ", and the prevailing lack of
harmony is finally made good by showing that victory has been
won by the nobler power.
The rigorous ethical system of Kant undergoes a change
in the hands of Schiller. His interpretation is more ideal
and yet practical enough for use. Whereas Kant desires man
- >’x* /x-'t i t'.-fT
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to perform good moral acts as he passes thru life; Schiller
desires him to be a moral being. The conception is larger and
more spiritual. Schiller* s contribution to modern ethical
philosophy is hie ideal of the harmonious unfolding of the
soul as the supreme end of life.
Kant* s philosophy tears asunder any possible belief in a
personal God. Although it seems to utterly destroy any
possible faith, yet it points her worshippers forward to a
better, more holy land, where he will live surer and more
fruitfully by his reason, his ” Vernunft. " In this system
there are not many ever changing types of worship; only one
shrine, that of the conscience.
We are not so much interested in Kant’ s religious teaching,
as in the manner in which it reflects itself in Schiller* s
life. ** Ihm hat er den Gottesglauben nicht zu seinem
Schaden zugewiesen, als er ihn dem Wissen f£lr immer entries.”*
Our poet is also included in ” dieses Entreissen. '*
Kant believed that the Bible was to be used for the sake
of morality even though it had to undergo much twisting,
and shaping in his hands.
Our sense organs alone make known to us sight and hearing
and yet how often we are deceived by them. The universe is not
a true blue-print of an Ideal; therefore we know only the
* Schmidt, Aus eines Diehters religioser Gedankemelt, p. 55.
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appearance of the things, not the things themselves. Schiller
laments over how limited and lacking the knowledge of mortals
is in comparison to that of the all-pervading Force which is
above and beyond all. Time is a necessary element in which
we think and act; time is non-existing to the Great Force.
Man is constantly and energetically chasing a fleeting shadow.
In poetic tone he says:
" So lang er glaubt, dass dem irdachen Ver stand
Die Wahrheit je wird erscheinen-
Ihren Schleier hebt keine sterbliche Hand
Wir kSnnen nur rathen und meinen.
Du kerkerst den Geist in eintSnend Wort,
Doch der Freie wandelt im Sturme fort. "
In the main Schiller agreed with Kant in his rationalistic
religious views as stated in his ” Religion innerhalt der
Grenzen der bloesen Vernunft ”( 1795 )• this, religion
is discussed under two divisions, natural and revealed religion.
Kant finds that it is a perfect natural religion because it
inculcates the law of love to God. Thia partakes of dis-
interested service, love for one' s neighbor and the accomplish-
ing of duty for duty' s sake.
As a revealed religion Christianity offers positive precepts
which are legitimate only in so far as they make the duties
of natural religion clearer. As an end in themselves they are
wholly evil.
Superstition was known as attempts to do something in order
to please God, except thru right living. Another phase of
superstition was the belief in miracles, in mysteries, and
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in " means of grace. ”
In a letter to Koerner ( 1795 ) Schiller states that he
” doubts if Kant has in this work aided in upholding the
Christian religion, for, ” he says, ” that it may be expected
from the defenders of religion, that they will accept his
support but reject the philosophical grounds of the same. ”
” Thus Kant has done nothing further than mend the
crumbling structure of stupidity. "
In a letter to Humboldt written the last year of Schiller's
sojourn among us, he states that upon this earth he has found
no living fountain and no nourishment was here for him.
However, the deep fundamental principles of Kant's Philosophy
given to us by Schiller as the Ideal-Philosophy will always be
treasured by man and will ever make him thankful that he has
lived.
* Eliz. Kingsbury, Religion of Schiller
, p. 105.
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A GLIMPSE OF SCHILLER'S PHILOSOPHY
At the military academy, ( 1778-^0 ), Schiller was initiated
into the mysteries of philosophy at the gracious hand of
J« F. Ahel. The form that this cut and dried philosophy
took was the optimistic utilitarianism of LeibniV. and Wolff.
Rationalism met the German mind most thoroughly; we are
not therefore surprised that the philosophy of this period
leaned heavily upon it.
The didactic poem " Die Kttnstler "
,
opened the
philosophic period of Schiller's writings while the poem
” Dae Ideal und das Leben "
,
closed it. During the three
years when the Duke of Schleswig-Kol stein-Augustenburg and
his minister Graf von Sehimmelmann granted him the pension
of a thousand dollars, he buried himself in delving into the
wells of Kant's philosoohy. This period marks the transition
from the purely eudaimonistic philosophy of hie first period
to the Kantian standpoint of later years.
His " Aesthetische Erziehung " binds art and morality into
an inseparable union. The Idealist's dream of a sublimely
harmonious life is the fulfillment of that ideal humanism which
was first outlined in Germany by Leibn^ in the ” Theodic^s. "
Schiller' s mind so thoroughly grasped this supreme optimism
that he firmly believed that the world in which we live is the
best conceivable world .

Beauty to Schiller was a divine essence, a great educational
factor; the mission of the artist was to him the uplifting
of society. The striving for the beautiful was a call as
sacred and solemn as the submission to duty was to Kant.
Thru it he sought to release the soul of man from bondage and
reveal the divine in him.
In Schiller’s essay " On the Use of the Chorus in Tragedy.",
we have a clear characterization of what art meant to him.
" True art has for her object not merely to afford a transient
pleasure or to excite a momentary dream of liberty. Her
aim is to make us intrinsically and absolutely free; and
this she accomplished by awakening, exercising, and perfecting
in us a power to remove to an objective distance the world
of the senses, which otherwise only burdens us as a dead weight,
and as a blind force; to transform it into the free working
of our spirit, and thus to master by means of the idea. "
Freedom was the fundamental thought of Schiller’ s inter-
pretation of beauty; freedom from the d^otism of the will.
One should find d uty and pleasure not a harsh imperative. He
has proven that his definition of beauty " Freiheit in der
Erscheinung, " is an integral element in the moral life. If
we accept this we accept beauty as an absolute imperative
need in human life. It could and would guide and liberate
the mind of man to the highest form of perfection.
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John C. Robert Bon makes the bold statement tliat Schiller
looked backwards rather than forward as a philosopher as well
as a historian. During his century two great opposing forces
were struggling for supremecy. Schiller threw in his lot
with the force of tradition rather than witli that of progress.
The one great fault that confronts one in reading his philosophical
writings is that they are not clear cut; it is hard to
classify and pigeon-hole them. Critics have stated that
this is due to his lack of systematic training as a
philosopher. One cannot receive an adaquate idea of his
philosophy by merely studying hie works, for, he may start on
one train of thought to the exclusion of all others in one
of hie works. Perhaps in another the train of thought will
be adverse to the foregoing and yet quite as convincing, yet
not distinctly what the man Schiller would interpret as his
own philosophy. Schiller formulates elevating philosophies
for us to think and dwell upon; but his mind is primarily
that of a psychologist.
The characteristics of Schiller’s philosophical ideas in
their bearing on moral and religious questions are :
1. A high idealism: everything proceeds from the ” Ich
2. A high regard for character.
5 . A belief in immortality founded on reason and exerting a
moral force.
h. A possibility of eternal progress in character, more and more
like the Creator.
5. The notion of an all-powerful, but at the same time all-wise
and all«*good God.
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6. A rationalistic view of religion; as soon as man begins
to dogmatize he subjects religion to his own limitations.

. 65 -
DIE RAUBER
Schiller’ s first drama gives us the early conflict in the
soul of the poet. It was written before he had acquired
po^se and stability of character and a philosophy of life.
Karl Moor, the knight, although driven to impossible extremities
by the wrongs practiced upon him, is fundamentally a noble soul.
This character of his youth has many characteristics in common
with its author - his love of freedom, his hatred of restraint,
his tender heart, his hatred of the low and mean.
There are places in this drama which point to the deep
religious feeling of the author, and in the instance like the
death scene of Franz, we can see that he has not yet fully
cut loose from orthodoxy.
In the introduction he severely criticises the prevailing
fashion of making witticisms at the expense of religion. He
further expresses the hope that in the blasphemy of his most
disreputable robbers he avenges this abuse of religion and
good morals.
The scene between Franz Moor and Paster Moser, impossible
as it is, yet testifies to Schiller’ s belief in God. Franz’
s
tortures of conscience surely disclose to us Schiller’ s own
faith in the power of the eternal truths of religion to rack
the conscience of a sinner.
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In order to argue away hie own fears Franz starts a dispute
on religion with Pastor Moser. His assertions
,
that there is
no God, no future life, that life ceases with the ceasing of
the heartbeat, are all persuadingly and forcefully answered
by the Pastor. Franz is seized with such terror that he orders
all the people to hasten to the church and pray for him, while
he strives to pray for hijiself. Finally, ho?^ever, he gives
up in despair and strangles himself with hell-torments in
hie heart.
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DON CARLOS
In this early drama we have portrayed the embodiment of
a Chriat-life in the character of Marquis of Posa. Although
Schiller seldom does homage in words to the character of Christ,
yet he certainly has set forth a lofty Christian character in
Posa.
We have here an example of a man giving his life for hia
friend. This death is a means for the consummation of his
high ideal that he so loved him that he died for him - for him
and for his ideals. Is this not the essence of Christ's teaching
and example?
In the earlier forms of the drama Schiller scourged the
dishonest sacrilegious abuses of the church, the scheming of the
monks and priests, the horrors of the Inquisition, in opposition
to the true worship of God.
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WALLETEIN
,
1796-93
Wallenstein lo notably deficient in distinctively religious
sentiment in comparision with some of the later dramas. We
find little expression of devotion to the Church even though
all but one of the characters are Catholic. There is a
prevalent acceptance of fatalism thru the pursuit of astrology
which is taken as the philosophy of life. There is a conflict
between the old order and the new, between genius and duty,
between selfish ambition and moral greatness.
Wallenstein’s fate is represented by a mysterious, suoernatural
power which is beyond human control. The tendency of the
times seemed to lean heavily toward fatalism, for example;
Wallenstein:
” Die Geisterleiter
,
die aus dieser Welt dee Staubes
Bis in die Sternenwelt, mit taueend Sprossen,
Hinauf sich baut, an der die himralischen
Gewalten wirkend auf und nieder wandeln. " *
Thekla:
" Auf unserm Haupte liegt der Fluch dee Himmels,
Es ist dem Untergang geweiht. " **
Octavio:
" Gott der Gerechtigkeitl Ich hebe meine Hand auf.
Ich bin an dieser ungeheuren Tat
Nicht schuldig. "
* Picc., 979-32. Tod. 2555-6. *** Tod. 5735-5.
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MARIA STUART
,
1799-1800
In this dreinia we find, as we may expect, two strong partisan
expressions for and against the two great divisions of Christendom.
The rites and ceremonies of the Catholic Church are treated
with all due respect and reverence. Schiller shov/s his
true magnanimity of heart in speaking so strongly for a cause
that was not his own. From the characters themselves we
will gather some of the religious sentiment.
Ivfaria:
" Ich stehe an dem Rand der Ewigkeit.
Bald soil ich treten vor den hSchsten Richter,
Und noch hab’ ich den Heil'gen nicht versfthnt.
Versagt ist mir der Priester meiner Kirche.
Des Sakramentes heil'ge Himraelspeise
Verschmth “ ich aus den Htnden falscher Priester.
Im Glauben meiner Kirche will ich sterben,
Denn der allein ist* s, welcher selig macht . ” *
Mortimer;
” Bin Priester h6rte unsre Beichte an,
Ablass ist uns erteilt fttr alle Schulden,
Die wir begingen, Ablass im voraus
Fflr alle, die wir noch begehen warden.
Dae letzte Sakrament empfingen wir,
Und fertig sind wir zu der letzten Reise. *’ **
Melvil
;
” Des Herzens Andacht hebt sich frei zu Gott;
Das Wort ist tot, der Glaube macht lebendig. **
5588-95 ** 2504-9 5599-6000
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DIE JUT^GFRAU VON ORLEANS
,
1800-1801
In this drama we find a direct providential interference in
human affairs. Certain religious elements pervade the entire
play, the power of faith and prayer, the reality of miracles,
the power and intercession of the virgin. In such a religious
play one would expect to find more references to Jesus but
the name is conspicious by its absence.
We find here a conflict between a human heart and a super-
human task.
Johanna
:
" Der Herr v/ird mit ihr sein, der Schlachten Gott.
Sein zitterndes GeschSpf wird er erwUhlen,
Durch eine zarte Jungfrau wird er sich
Verherrlichen, denn er ist der Allm&cht'ge.”*
Erzbischof
:
” Nur Gott allein kann solche Wunder wirken."**
Montgomery*
” In Gottes gnUd’ge Hinde leg’ ich mein Geschick.”
Lionel *
” Mylordl Ihr habt nur noch
Fflr wenig Augenblicke Leben - denkt
An Euren SchSpferl
” Auf Wiedersehen in einer andern Welti
524-7 . ** 1114. 1675-^+; **’ 2550-52 . * 2549 .

DIE BRAUT VO^T MESSINA
,
1802^^
This play which is half pagan and half Christian, renders
pronounced erpressions of religious sentiment infrequent. The
fatalistic tone, supposed to represent the spirit of Greek
tragedy, leads to many skeptical or irreligious sentiments.
There is a conflict between human prowess and an inexorable
Fate.
Isabella:
'* Blick* nieder, hohe Kftnigin des Himmels,
Und halte deine Hand auf dieses Herz,
Case es der Obermut nicht schwellend hebe." *
Don D'iego:
” Ich hielt es fttr des Himmels eignes V/erk,
Der mit verborgen ahnungsvollera Zuge
Die Tochter hintrieb zu des Vaters Grab. "
Chor
.
" Die GStter leben,
Erkenne sie, die dich furchtbar umgeben'. " + *
294-6. * 1668-8. 2599.
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WILHELM TELL
,
130^-04
Practically the only sentiment expressed in this play
is one of trust in the justice and goodness of God. We
would expect such a condition to exist among people who are
all devout adherents of one simple faith.
No drama before or since produced such a deep impression.
It was written at the time when Germany was most humiliated.
There is a conflict between popular right and despotic
usurpation.
"Das Haus der Freiheit hat uns Gott gegr{lndet. "
RSsselmann:
" Doch Gott
1st fiberall, wo man das Recht verwaltet
Und unter seinem Himmel etehen wir. " *
Fischer:
" Tell, Tell, ein sichtbar Wunder hat der Herr
An euch gethan. "
Tell;
* 1112 . 1115-17. ** 2272-5.
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Schiller’ s mieeion in drama was to justify the ways of
God to man in the spirit of a rationalistic age.
The five great dramas from Wallenstein to William Tell
bring out the conflict of man with himself and the world.
How clearly he portrays to us the struggle between man'
s
soiritual longings and hia earthly desires, which finally
all point to a reconcilation of these contrasts, to atonement
purification and peace. Each one individually is a symbol
of the perfect life.
We see human life issue forth from these struggles ennobled
exalted, and glorified. To us it may seem like an outward
defeat, but we are given glimpses of that higher realm
where instinct and reason have become one, where the
corruptible has put on an incorruptible body and radiates
with a transcending spiritual glory.
Schiller’ s intensive study of history and philosophy gave
him a philosophical basis upon which to build and clothe his
characters with history-garments. We find that he approached
history philosophically. Schiller' s attempts at drama were
constantly progressive, there is a restlessness about it
which is a distinguishing trait of the Germanic mind.

EXTRACTS OF RELIGIOUS THOUGHTS FROM HIS POEMS
Schiller’ e poems proceeds! from the depths of his soul;
thru them he expressed himself and we can see his character
" as thru a glass. "
The moral dignity and purity running thru most of his poems
is worthy of appreciation. He elevated poetry from the
filth of sensuality, into which it was threatening to sink
thru imitation of foreign models, into the pure sphere of an ideal.
By means of his masterful use of language he inspires
us with the idealism, which elevates and satisfies. This was
the very power that the dry rationalistic preachers lacked.
In a poetical dress the Kantian rationalism was implanted
in the hearts of the people. He turned the eyes of men
from the dust of the earth to the glory of heaven.
We must distinguish the poetical genius of Schiller frcan his
philosophical education, and from the religious views which
prevailed in him and which constitute the soul of most of
his poems. A few poems of hie youth can be excepted; *for they
bear the impression of a mind still struggling with a certain
degree of indefiniteness.
We may wonder why Schiller did not write spiritual hymns
since hie life was woven thru by a spiritual net=»work.
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#
It iB not BO much the man ae the times which prompt such an
outburst. At no time was there leee spiritual prompting than
in Schiller’ s age.
Hope and gratification are two very strong indwelling
qualities in Schiller' s religious expression. In the
” Resignation ” there is a decided feeling that Schiller
did not want any mediator between God and man. Instead of
sympathizing with this God, he attacks him and tears asunder
the bands of the present with the future hope. Even though
a strong thread of doubt runs thru this poem yet it is a
” doubt full of the holy earnestness and depth of a soul
r
thirsting for the truth. " *
The supernatural God was no longer a Being who reigned and
judged above the earth, but the expression of earthly
happiness was henceforth to be termed God. Let us not assume
for a moment that this new idea of K&rner' s which Schiller had
imbibed, quietly became part of his life; on the contrary,
the woods and meadows became witnessess to the great unrest
within the soul of the poet. We have here one great seaurch
for the fleeting ideals of his youth. All that he gathered
from the Greek world, all his strenuous, laborious thought he
smelted together in the fires of his own genius. From the
innermost recesses of his heart he pours forth his beautiful
* Hagenbach, German Rationalism, p. 257.
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regret:
^
" Ausgestorben trauert das Gefilde,
Keine Gottheit zeigt sich meinera Blick;
Auch von jenera lebenawarmen Bilde
Blieb der Schatten nur zunllck. ”
Much misunderstanding arose among Schiller's contemporaries
as a result of his new idea of God. He did'nt want his God
to be derived from Greek mythology; he wanted a more stable,
constant, practical idea. In writing to his friends and more
especially to K8rner he states: ” Der Gott, den ich in den
Gfittern Griechenlands in Schatten stelle, iat nicht der
Gott der ( wahren ) Philosophie, oder auch nur das wohlth&tige
Traumbild des grossen Haufena, sondern es ist eine aus vielen
gebrechlichen Vorstellungen zusammengesetzte Missgeburt. Und
die GStter der Griechen
,
die ich ins Licht stelle, eind nur
die lieblichen Eigenschaften der griechischen Mythologie, in
eine Vorabellungsart zusammengefasst . ”
One can feel the longing and regret for the religion of his
childhood in " Die Ideale ” . To him it had been a thing of
beauty, a noble thing which life had robbed him of. His
regret seems so sincere that one cannot help but feel that
it is not lost but merely remodeled to fit the grown man.
” Erloschen sind die heitern Sonn^,
^ Die raeiner Jugend Pfad erhellt;
Die Ideale sind zerronnen,
Die einst das trunkne Herz geschwellt;
Er ist dahin, der sflsse Glaube
An V/esen, die mein Traum gebar,
Der rauhen Wirklichkeit zum Raube,
Was einst so schfin, so gflttlich war. "
* Schmidt, Aus eines Dichters religifleer Gedankenwelt p. 155.
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In the poetic language of the Marquis in " Carlos " we
have an expression of a possibility that friends may meet
again - even beyond the grave.
" 0 sei ein Mannl Was du auch httren wirst,
Versprich mir, Karl, nicht durch unbUnd'gen Schmerz,
Unwilirdig grosser See^en diese Trennung
Mir zu erschweren - du verlierst mich, Karl -
Auf viele Jahre - Thoren nennen es
.
Auf ewig. Sei ein Mannl Ich habe sehr
Auf dich gerechnet, hab’ es nicht vermieden,
Die bange Stunde mit dir auszuhalten.
Die man die letzte schrecklich nennt. - Ja ,soll
Ich dir’
s
gestehen, Karl? ich habe mich
Darauf gefreut. ”
In his poem ” Die Kfinstler ” published in 17S9» we perceive
a new development in Schiller. Art is here represented as the
forerunner of science and as the revealer of the truths which,
when embodied in a cast-iron creed, become religion. The
fundamental idea in the poem is that from knowledge and appreciation
of the beautiful, we are led to knowledge and appreciation
of the good and the true, and finally to God himself.
If we compare ” Die Kflnstler ” with ” Die Rtuber "
,
we
note a great advance in Schiller’ s views of the great cue st ions
of life and eternity. Kuno Fischer says his first self-
confession is " Die RHuber "
,
his last ” Die Kflnstler " .
It is as if he had a glimpse behind the veil and succeeded in
separating the soul from the body. He emerges as victor from
another world.
” Nur angeschaut von reineren Dfimonen
Y/as wir als Schflnheit hier empfunden
Wird einst als Wahrheit uns entgegengeh’
n
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In der echSneren 7/elt,
Wo aue nimmer vereiegenden Bichen
Lebensfluten der Dflretende trinkt
Und gereinigt von eterblichen Schwtchen
Der Geiet in des Geistee Umarraungen e inlet . ”
" Ee beharret im Wechsel ein ruhiger Geist " is a beautiful
lesson of a truly religious soul found in the poem " Die
Worte des Glaubens. ” Hie earnest endeavor for a fuller and
greater understanding of peace and mind-rest is found in the
same poem. Schiller’ e own religion is generally coupled in
people’ s minds with this poem.
" Und die Tugend, sie ist kein leerer Schall,
Der Mensch kann sie flben im Leben,
Und sol It’ er auch straucheln ttberall,
Er kann nach der GSttlichen etreben;
Und was kein Ver stand der Verst^ndigen sieht.
Das ilbet in Einfalt ein kindlich Gemftth.
Und ein Gott ist, ein heiliger Wille lebt,
Wie auch der menschliche wanke;
Hoch fiber der Zeit und dem Raume webt
Lebendig der hfichste Gedankej
Und ob alles in ewigem Wechsel kreist,
Ee beharret im Wechsel ein ruhiger Geist. "
He maintained that love never dies. The love that began on
this earth he carries over into eternity:
” Hector’s Liebe stirbt im Lethe nicht. "
The same thought is also vividly pictured in the ” Elysium " :
” Wahrheit reisat hier den Schleier ent^wei,
Hier umarmen sich getreue Gatten,
Ihre Krone findet hier die Liebe. "
The principle of love to him was the criterion for everlasting
life in his ” Triumph der Liebe. "
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" Liebe macht den Himmol
Himraliachar, die Erie
Zu dem Hiramelreichl "
Whenever he saw people happy because of love, or because of
friendship his thoughts wandered to the Better World. Here the
soul wanders on into broader spheres and finds new material in
the universe on which to ponder, as in his ” Lied an die Freude"
" Auf des Glaubens Sonnenberge
Sieht man ihre Fahnen wehn
Durch den Rise gesprengter sS,rge
Sie im Chor der Engel stehn. "
Quite noticeable is the omission in ” Die Glocke ” of the
mention of ths Sabbath bell calling to worship; but this
was only to be expected from a poet in whose soul Christian
creeds and outward forms found no response, except along
the broad general lines of the moral, the aesthetic, and the
ideal
.
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PROSE ESSAYS
1
J
In hia question, " Gehflrt allzuviel Gflte, Leutseligkeit, und
grosee Freigebigkeit im engeten Verstand zur Tugend? " Schiller
gleans from Socrates, Virtue, God the Creator, and Jesus the
answer to the question;
From Socrates;
" Ich sehe den erhabensten Geist, den je das Altertam gebar,
dem nie dAmmerte der Offenbarung Gottes ein blasses Wider atrahl;
er hat den Giftbecher in der Hand- hier Liebe zum Leben. . . .dort
zum Pfade hflherer Seligkeit ein zitternder Schein. . . .Was wird
Sokrates w&hlen? Das Weiseste. .Entschieden-getrunken das Gift-
Tod-Uneterblichkeit-seine Lehre michtig versiegeltl Hflchster
Kampf-hflchster Verstand-erhabenste Liebe-erhabenste Tugendl
Erhabner nichts unter hohem, besterntem Himmel vollbrachtl ”
Schiller then says of Virtue;
" Was. ist also das Wesen der Tugend? Nichts anders als Liebe
zur Glftckseligkeit geleitet durch den Verstand. Tugend ist das
harmonische Band von Liebe und Weisheit. ” *
Then he says of God the Creator;
" Und was Anders wenn ich hinaufstaune an das hfichste Urbild
der Tugend? Was war’ s das den Weisesten leitete, eine Welt aus
dem Chaos zu erheben. Unendliche Liebe’. So ist also Liebe und
Weisheit das Wesen Gottes in Beziehung auf seine GeschSpfe,
Tugend ist Nachamung Gottes, Tugend ist das harmonische Band
von Liebe und Weisheit. ” *
Lastly of Jesus he says;
” Und was sagt von der Tugend der grosee Lehrer der Menschen?
Sie ist Liebe zu Gott und den Menschen. Wer kann Gott lieben
ohne Weisheit? Y/er Menschen lieben ohne Verstand?.
So spricht der Gesetzgeber aus den Donnern von Sinai So der
Gottmensch auf dem’ Tabor I So Religion, Sittenlehre, Philosophie
und aller Weieen einstimmiger Mund."
In the ” Theosophie des Julius ” there is seen evidence of God
as God in the Universe. The essay written about " Catholicism "
and ” Protestantism " only confirm us in our contention that
Schiller’ s soul was saturated with religion.
* Bellerman’ B Edition, W.H.Carruth, p. 522-557»
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HISTORY
') It
seema quite remarkable that Schiller should choose to
write hie history about the great religious conflicts called
forth by the Reformation, the period of the Revolt of the
Netherlands, the Thirty Years’ V/ar, and the French Religious
Wars. True, the work is not of a religious nature; yet we
cannot deny that we perceive the scent of Protestantism
thruout it. However, Schiller himself maintains a very
impartial attitude.
He did not presume to write a history merely composed of facts)
he states, " history in general is only a magazine for my fancy,
and the objects must submit to be plastic in my hands.
Truly a hazardous confession for a professor of history.
The Karlschule was not a school of historical inspiration.
Ancient history was taught, in the spirit of the Renaissance, as
a foundation for rhetorical practice concerning human facte and
weaknesses.
Richard Fester states his opinion of Schiller as a historian thus:
” Andere Dramatiker mSgen Schiller in psyTiologischer Vertiefung
Oder in historischer Echtheit flbertreffen. Keiner aber hat so wie
er der Historie iVire poetisehen Geheimniese abgelauscht. Der
Philoscphie Bedurfte er zur Kl&rung seiner Asthetischen Begriffe,
der Geschichte zur Versicherung seiner Erfahrung. Erst beide haben
ihn zu dem gemacht, was er eeit dem ’ Wallenstein ’ der Nation
geworden ist. " *
Under the title of " Literary Activity ” we mentioned that Goethe
was instrumental in procuring an appointment as History professor
for Schiller, at the University of Jena. On the 26th of May he
gave his introductory lecture. Goedeke describes the interesting
Hagenbach, German Rationalism, p. 24l.
* Schillers Stmtliche Werke, Historische Schriften I, XL Einleitung.
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scene that took place that day; ” the roo?a selected for the
occasion was Reinhold' s auditorium, capable of seating eighty
persons, with standing-room for perhaps twenty more. The lecture
was to begin at six; at half-past five the room v;as comoletely
filled, - then the vestibule
,
the stairs, the entry below, and
new crowds were seen from the window flocking to the place.
Finally, some one atggested that another larger lecture-room
might be found; the word was given that Giiesbach' s auditorium,
the largest in the city, could be obtained. Upon this the whole
company, those already on the ground and those who were pressing
for admission, started for Griesbach' s. They ran down the long
Johannis Street at full speed, each eager to secure a place. The
occupants of the houses on either side, not knowing what liad
happened, rushed to the windows, wondering what might be the
cause of the unusual tumult; the doge barked, and the guard
at the Castle began to move. It was thought at first to be an
alarm of fire; but on inquiry, the answer was. "The new Professor
is going to read. ” The larger lecture-room, capable of
accommodating from three to four hundred hearers, was soon
filled to overflowing; the vestibule was crowded, even the
stairs were occupied, and great numbers went away unable to gain
admission into the house. The hearers were not disappointed;
the impression made by the act ’ riic debutant was every way
satisfactory, nothing else was talked of in the city, and in
the evening Schiller was serenaded, - a thing unexampled in the
case of a new professor. "
* Hedge, Hours with German Classics, p. 5^2, 5^5*
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LETTEI^
Let us examine Schiller* s personal letters and find whether
we can deduce any rays of light upon our subject.
Just before his confirmation he wrote to Frau Stahl. The
letter is dated April 21
,
1772. We can see his boyish eagerness to be
good and to do right, the very purity of his soul can be seen
reflected in the letter.
” Durch die 3nade (jottes nunmehro in Erkenntniss unserer
selig machenden Religion. Und besonders title ich 3ie,
mich bei der bevorstehenden Confirmations-Handlung in Ihr
Gebet einzuschliessen dass mich Gott durch seine Gnade und
guten Geist stlrken wolle, damit ich diejenige Pflicht, die ich
nun selbst ^bernehme, rait alien Fleiss erfflllen raftge, und zum
Wohlgefallen Gottes.
In a beautiful brotherly letter written on November 1782, to
his sister Christophine we find the affirmation of his sincere
belief in the All-Existing-Being.
” Auch der Himmel ist es, dem wir die Zulainft •(Ibergeben,
von dem ihr und ich, gottlob nur allein, abhUngig aind. Ihm
flbergebe ich auch, meine.Theuren, er erhalte euch feat und
stark, raeine Schicksale zu erleben....
Noch einmal
,
vertraue auf Gott, der auch der Gott Deinee
fernen Bruders ist. "
The letter to Kttrner gives uc a bit of his philosoohy of
life in very concise form. It is clear that it mattered not
to him whether a man was Catholic or Protestant, the all-
important fact to him was the moral side. It was not a
morale of one sect or another but that of a world-wide outlook.
” Bode ist sehr mit den Berlinern fiber die drohende Gefahr
des Catholicismus einig...Die jetzige Anarchie der Aufklflrung,
meint er, wtre hauptsfichlich der Jesuiten Werk. Die Jesuiten
und die Herrenhfiter, behauptet er, wfiren von Anfang an verbttndet
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gewesen. Ich habe nur einen Masaetab fflr die Moral itit, und,
ich glaube, den strengsten'. let die That, die ich begehe, von
guten order echlimmen Folgen fttr die Welt, wenn eie allgemein iet?"
He expresses a real regret for the religious condition into which
the home of Lotte von Lengefeld had fallen. In writing to
Lotte August I7S8 , he very tactfully says; ” Bitten Sie doch
die Mama recht echfin, daes Sie mir erlaube, durch diese ” Holy Bible"
mein Andenken bei ihr zu stiften. Ich weiss, dass tie Lust hatte
sie Englisch ru leaen und schon l8.ngst hat der tS.gliche Verfall dee
wahren Christentums im Lengefeld schen Haus wie eine Zentnerlast
auf meinem Christlichen Herzen gelegenl Ich stifte dieses zur
Beffirderung der wahren Gottseligkeit - und der englischen Sprachel
"
In writing to that same person a few months later in reference
to his " Geisterseher " he says, on January 1789 j
" Mein ' Geisterseher * hat mich dieser Tage etlichemal sehr
angenehm besch&ftigt; er hStte aber fast mein Christentum wankend
gemacht, das wie sie wissen, alle Kr&fte der HBlle nicht haben
bewegen kBnnen. "
The letter of May 1791 written to Kfirner expresses the fact
that he had experienced a dangerous attack of asthma thru which
he was not expected to live. He stated that this fearful fright
was a very good thing for hie soul for thereby he gathered new
courage which helped his spiritual condition.
On April 1797 in a letter to Goethe we find statements that
are very significant of his attitude toward the Bible.
" Ihre Entdeckungen, in den filnf Bttchern Mosis beluetigen mich
sehr. Schreiben Sie Ihre Gedanken auf; Sie mtichten des V/egs
so bald nicht wieder komiaen. Soviel ich mich erinnere, haben
Sie schon vor et lichen und zwanzig Jahren mit dem neuen Testament
Krieg gehabt. Ich muss gestehen, dass ich in all em^was historisch
ist, den Unglauben jenen Urkunden gleich so entechieden mitbringe,
dass mir Ihre Zweifel an einem Einzelnen Factum noch sehr raisonable
vorkommen. Mir ist die Bibel nur wahr wo eie naiv ist; in allem
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Andern, was mit einera eigentlichen Bewuertsein geschrieben ist
,
ftirchte ich einen Zweck und einen epfltern Ur sprung. "
” Gebe tibrigene den Himrael, dase keine V/(irtembergische Kanzel
Sie une vor der Zeit entftthre; das wttrde nicht sehr geschickt sein,
mich mit dem lieben Christentura auszusfthnen, das unter une geeagt
so wenig mehr bei mir zu verlieren hat. ”
This letter was written to Niethamraer, November 1791* Schiller’s
attitude toward the Christian Church can easily be understood
when we realize the condition into which the Church had fallen.
Schiller could not be hemmed in by any of the iron bands that held
the so-called Christian people. Ecclesiastics did not sympathize
with him, because he possessed a spirit which looked from above
upon the world of Waller spirits below but could never be
subjected by them.
The letters have been taken from Bellerman’ s Edition, W .H.Carruth.
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declaration of his contemporaries
A few extracts from his contemporaries will suffice to reveal
to ue what they personally thought about Schiller and religion.
Jacob Grimm*
" Religion lives in him, and the living religion is the
true one. In its presence we dare not speak of orthodoxy,
because to be exact, all the summits of faith divide and are
individualized. "
Balazer:
" Everything had for him a religious sacrednees in the new
sense of the word, and there is but one testimony to the fact that
in hie times of suffering he manifested a gentle and celestial
greatness of soul....His religion is the very central force of
his being, of hie greatness and of his glory. His religion is
himself, the spiritual, the godlike Schiller. ”
Goethe who paid no tribute to the Christ-ideal and who was well
able to judge Schiller wrote to Zelter on September 11, 1850:
" Schillern war eben dieee Ohrietus-Tendenz eingeborne. Er
berfihrte nichts Gemeinee, ohne ee zu veredeln. "
Karoline von Wolzogen in der Life of Schiller states:
** The universal significance of Christianity, the pure and holy
personality of its founder, the infinite profundity of nature
filled him with reverence, which became more and more deep and
sincere toward the end of his life. Truth and love were the
religion of his heart, its result of striving after the purest
things of earth and after the infinite and eternal - the true
life of his spirit which, despite its short stay on earth, left
in all souls that could appreciate the higher life the conviction
that few were ever nobler or had exercised a richer and more
enduring activity than he. ” *
Karoline von Wolzogen and Goethe were two of the most
competent contemporaries.
Finally Goethe finishes speaking about Schiller with the words:
” Denn hinter ihm, in wesenlosen Scheine
Lag, was uns alle bflndigt, das Gemeine. "
* Bellerman’ 8 Edition, W.H.Carruth
** Wolzogen, Life of Schiller, p. 12.
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SCHILLER'S RELIGION
Summary t
Schiller did not accept the formalism and theological system
of the church. He disliked Church organizations and systems
because they bound the spirit to a form of godliness. His
abstinence from public worship antagonised the clergy; but his
individualistic ideals of reverence were both sincere and positive.
We find evidence of his religious sentiments in his poems, dramas,
letters, essays and histories.
His was a religion of contact between God and man in a non-
formal relationship. He rejected anything unnatural, such as,
special revelations and miraculous deeds and providences.
We may say that he held the following beliefs;
That God is Omnipotent, Omnipresent, and Omniscient.
That God permits man to live after death; in what state, he
did not attempt to predict.
That God had made man in his image and that man should
therefore be trusted as brother to brother.
That Jesus of Nazareth was of unequalled greatness, a
man with a perfect ethical code.
That the Christian religion had contributed to the uplift
of mankind.
That man should worship God in precisely that way which is
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Dfioet beautiful to him.
Schiller* s life and works radiate a purifying, prophetic
atmosphere which impresses the reader like a sermon. Schiller
did fulfill hie youthful ideal of becoming a preacher only he
chose a wider sphere than that which the church of the day
afforded.
With our present-day knowledge we can sincerely state that
without question Schiller was a deeply religious man, as his
own poetic writings, the expressions of his contemporaries,
and the manner in which he lived his life bear testimony.
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